To Learn More Topic List for

The Role of the Flight Commander

This To Learn More Topic List is not comprehensive but is designed to provide a jumping off point to do your own deeper dive into topics that align with the paired FCE Lesson.

Recommended Areas for Further Research

Explore these links to learn more about this topic:

**Air Force Instruction (AFI) 1-2. Commander’s Responsibilities, 8 May 2014.**

The instruction puts forward four duties and responsibilities for commanders. These four duties and responsibilities are to lead people, improve the unit, manage resources, and execute the mission. Which duties and responsibilities outlined in Air Force Instruction 1-2 have you seen in the past that best encouraged mission accomplishment? Did the absence of a one of the areas result in an adverse situation?

Zigarelli, Michael. "Ten Leadership Styles in Five Minutes.” YouTube video. 5 min., 2014. This video provides a recap of ten of the most widely discussed leadership styles.

**Leadership Development Action Plan Template.** This template is designed to guide your leadership development activities over the next 12-24 months. Many of the steps require significant effort and/or reflection. Very few require money. Most of these activities can be self-guided, but it would be very helpful to recruit a mentor to help you along the way.

**DODReads.** The official professional reading lists of all Military Services to include federal branches such as the FBI, DIA, and CIA are included in this one site. They also include reading lists from select companies and strategic thinkers. Use this information in conjunction with the Leadership Library Question list discussion as described in The Role of the Flight Commander Appendix.